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On August 9, 2023, after more than a year of

deliberations, the Biden administration finally

released an executive order1 (the “Order”) direct-

ing the Department of the Treasury (“Treasury”)

to create a new regulatory program to prohibit or

require notification of outbound U.S. invest-

ments to China in certain sensitive sectors.

This new outbound foreign direct investment

(“FDI”) review program, which complements

existing authority to review inbound U.S. FDI

conducted by the Committee on Foreign Invest-

ment in the United States (“CFIUS”), will not go

into effect immediately. But the contours of the

eventual program can be seen in the Order and in

an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (“AN-

PRM”) also issued by Treasury on August 9,

2023.

The program will be narrowly targeted, at least

at the outset, with the greatest impact most likely

on U.S. private equity and venture capital invest-

ments in China.

Restrictions on Outbound Investment

The Order directs Treasury to create an out-

bound FDI review program that will require

reporting on or (in more narrow circumstances)

will prohibit investments by U.S. persons involv-

ing “covered national security technologies and

products,” which is defined to include “sensitive

technologies and products in the semiconductors

and microelectronics, quantum information

technologies, and artificial intelligence (“AI”)

sectors that are critical for the military, intel-

ligence, surveillance, or cyber-enabled capabili-

ties” of China (to include Hong Kong and

Macau).

Thus, the outbound FDI review program will

complement other efforts by the Biden adminis-

tration to limit China’s ability to develop these

categories of sensitive technologies, most nota-

bly the October 7, 2022, rule issued by the

Department of Commerce imposing additional

export controls over these technologies. Accord-

ing to data from the Department of Commerce

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA),2 while

FDI from China into the United States has de-

creased by almost 30% since 2019, U.S. FDI into

China has increased by almost 20% over the

same time period.

According to the Order and ANPRM, U.S.

investments in companies developing these

technologies in China are “not sufficiently ad-

dressed by existing tools” because such invest-

ments often provide Chinese companies with

intangible benefits such as managerial assis-
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tance, reputational benefits, further investment

and talent networks, and market access not

captured by other regulatory regimes.

The outbound FDI review program will affect

U.S. person3 investments, and certain foreign

investment with a U.S. person nexus, in China.

Treasury anticipates that transactions covered by

the program would include certain acquisitions

of equity interests (e.g., mergers and acquisi-

tions, private equity and venture capital), green-

field, joint ventures and certain debt financing

transactions by U.S. persons.

Under the Order and ANPRM, a broader range

of investments captured by the regime will

require notification to Treasury (proposed by

Treasury to be due within 30 days after closing a

covered transaction), and a more limited set of

investments will be outright prohibited. Al-

though all prohibited transactions are suppos-

edly to be focused on military, defense and intel-

ligence applications, given the nascent nature of

the technologies at issue, drawing a distinction

between purely civilian and military technology

will prove challenging for investors and the U.S.

government.

According to the ANPRM, U.S. investment in

semiconductors and AI likely will be divided into

“notifiable transactions” and “prohibited transac-

tions,” based on the nature and capability of the

technology, and all covered quantum computing

transactions will be prohibited. The Order makes

clear that the policy objective is to only capture

U.S. investment that helps to develop sensitive

technologies and products critical for military,

intelligence, surveillance and cyber-enabled

capabilities.

In the case of artificial intelligence, the AN-

PRM stated that the Order seeks to “cover U.S.

investment into entities that develop AI systems

that have applications that pose significant na-

tional security risks without broadly capturing

entities that develop AI systems intended only

for consumer applications or other civilian end

uses that do not have national security

consequences.” While the ANPRM provides

broad descriptions of which transactions will

require notification or be prohibited within each

sector, the ANPRM solicits public input on the

specific contours of each definition.

The ANPRM indicates that the regime will not

entail a case-by-case CFIUS-like review through

which the U.S. government would examine indi-

vidual transactions. Instead, parties will be

responsible for determining whether:

E a transaction is prohibited,

E subject to notification, or

E permissible without notification.

Civil penalties will attach for:

E failure to timely notify a transaction,

E undertaking a prohibited transaction, or

E making material misstatements in, or mate-

rial omissions from, information filed with

Treasury.

The ANPRM leaves open the question of how

Treasury will treat errantly notified transactions

that would have been prohibited. As in the

CFIUS context, the Order grants Treasury civil

administrative subpoena power, the ability to

impose civil penalties and the ability to refer

potential criminal violations to the attorney

general.
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Importantly, the Order also provides Treasury

broad powers to nullify, void or compel divesti-

ture of any prohibited transaction.

The ANPRM indicates that the program is not

proposed to apply to investments made prior to

the effective date of the forthcoming regulations.

However, Treasury may, after the effective date

of the regulations, request information about

covered transactions completed by U.S. persons

after the issuance of the Order.

According to the ANPRM, the program likely

will also prohibit U.S. persons from “knowingly

directing transactions” that are otherwise prohib-

ited by the program. This includes:

E U.S. persons who manage a foreign fund.

E U.S. person officers, senior managers or

equivalent senior-level employees at a

foreign fund that undertakes a transaction

at that U.S. person’s direction.

E U.S. person venture partners who launch a

foreign fund.

The program will also impose obligations on

U.S. persons who “control” (i.e., own, directly

or indirectly, a 50% or greater interest) a foreign

entity to notify the U.S. government of notifiable

transactions and take “all reasonable steps” to

prevent prohibited transactions undertaken by

the controlled foreign entity—a potentially hefty

compliance burden on U.S. person parents.

While Treasury appears to at least partially

borrow jurisdictional hooks from the sanctions

toolbox and suggests adopting broad knowledge

standards from the Export Administration Regu-

lations, it also recognizes in its inquiries that the

information needed to comply with the program

may not be readily available to U.S. investors.

The ANPRM makes clear that the program’s

eventual regulations will carve out several “ex-

cepted transactions” that are expected to include

investments in publicly traded securities,

exchange-traded fund investments, U.S. person

passive limited partnership investments below a

to-be-announced de minimis threshold, intracom-

pany transfers from a U.S. parent to a Chinese

subsidiary, committed but uncalled capital in-

vestments and covered foreign person buyouts.

Notably, the contemplated “excepted transac-

tions” concept could permit U.S. persons to pas-

sively invest in funds managed by non-U.S. gen-

eral partners but would capture investments by a

fund managed by a U.S.-person general partner.

In addition to these limited carve-outs, the defi-

nition of “covered transaction” is expected to

exclude certain enumerated activities including:

E University-to-university research

collaborations.

E Procurement of inputs for covered national

security technologies.

E Intellectual property licensing

arrangements.

E Certain activities secondary to a covered

transaction (e.g., bank lending; the process-

ing, clearing or sending of payments by a

bank; underwriting services; prime

brokerage).

Treasury’s timeline for creating the outbound

FDI review program is not entirely clear, but the

program is unlikely to go into effect for at least

several months. The ANPRM solicits public
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feedback on 83 distinct questions regarding the

eventual implementation of the Order. Public

comments must be received within 45 days of

the ANPRM’s publication in the Federal Regis-

ter, and we expect—as has occurred in similar

situations—significant comment from a variety

of interested parties.

Potential for Further Action by U.S.
Congress and U.S. Allies

While Congress has considered regulating

outbound U.S. investments for several years,

legislation has proven to be elusive. In Septem-

ber 2022, several members of Congress who

have been key proponents for legislation—led

by Sens. Robert Casey, D-Pa., and John Cornyn,

R-Texas—wrote to President Biden to “urge

your Administration to move forward with exec-

utive action—which can then be bolstered by

statutory provisions—to safeguard our national

security and supply chain resiliency on outbound

investments to foreign adversaries.”4

Sen. Casey recently co-led a new outbound

investment legislative proposal, an amendment

to a pending defense policy bill in the Senate that

would require notification of certain outbound

investments. Unlike the Order, it would not pro-

hibit any transactions. Thus, while the Order

represents the first step toward regulating out-

bound U.S. investments in China, congressional

action may follow.

Another key area to watch will be the reaction

of U.S. partners and allies. Some U.S. allies that

have created their own CFIUS-like reviews for

inbound FDI have signaled a willingness to

consider outbound FDI review mechanisms.5

Treasury’s fact sheet makes clear the Order and

ANPRM were developed following discussions

with the G-7 and other ally and partner engage-

ments conducted by the Biden administration.6

International initiatives, however, will almost

certainly trail U.S. efforts. If the U.S. becomes

an island in these efforts, the practical effects of

the Order may be more limited as Chinese com-

panies find capital elsewhere—something they

have increasingly done over the past several

years.

This article is provided by Skadden, Arps,

Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP and its affiliates for

educational and informational purposes only

and is not intended and should not be construed

as legal advice.

ENDNOTES:

1 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-roo
m/presidential-actions/2023/08/09/executive-or
der-on-addressing-united-states-investments-in-
certain-national-security-technologies-and-prod
ucts-in-countries-of-concern/.

2See the BEA’s “U.S. Direct Investment
Abroad: Balance of Payments and Direct Invest-
ment Position Data” (https://www.bea.gov/inter
national/di1usdbal) and “Foreign Direct Invest-
ment in the U.S.: Balance of Payments and
Direct Investment Position Data” (https://www.b
ea.gov/international/di1fdibal), both as of Au-
gust 10, 2023.

3“U.S. person” is any U.S. citizen or perma-
nent resident, entity organized under the laws of
the United States or any jurisdiction within the
United States, including any foreign branches of
any such entity, and any person in the United
States.

4See https://www.skadden.com/-/media/file
s/publications/2023/08/us-moves-to-narrowly-li
mit-investment-in-china/wrote-to-president-joe-
biden.pdf.

5See https://www.skadden.com/-/media/file
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s/publications/2023/08/us-moves-to-narrowly-li
mit-investment-in-china/signaled-a-willingness-
to-consider-outbound-fdi-review-mechanisms.
pdf.

6See https://www.skadden.com/-/media/file
s/publications/2023/08/us-moves-to-narrowly-li
mit-investment-in-china/fact-sheet.pdf.
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